The stream processors represent a promising alternative to traditional cache-based general-purpose processors in achieving high performance in stream applications (media and some scientific applications). In a stream programming model for stream processors, an application is decomposed into a sequence of kernels operating on streams of data. During the execution of a kernel on a stream processor, all streams accessed must be communicated through a nonbypassing software-managed on-chip memory, the SRF (Stream Register File). Optimizing utilization of the scarce on-chip memory is crucial for good performance. The key insight is that the interference graphs (IGs) formed by the streams in stream applications tend to be comparability graphs or decomposable into a set of comparability graphs. We present a compiler algorithm for finding optimal or near-optimal colorings, that is, SRF allocations in stream IGs, by computing a maximum spanning forest of the sub-IG formed by long live ranges, if necessary. Our experimental results validate the optimality and near-optimality of our algorithm by comparing it with an ILP solver, and show that our algorithm yields improved SRF utilization over the First-Fit bin-packing algorithm, the best in the literature. 
INTRODUCTION
Hardware-managed cache has traditionally been used to bridge the ever-widening performance gap between processor and memory. Despite this great success, some deficiencies with cache are well-known. First, their complex hardware logic incurs high overhead in power consumption and area. Second, their simple applicationindependent management strategy does not benefit from some data access characteristics in many applications. For example, media applications and some scientific applications exhibit producer-consumer locality with little global data reuse, which are hardly fully exploited by hardware-managed cache. Finally, their uncertain access latencies make it difficult to guarantee real-time performance.
In contrast to cache, software-managed on-chip memory has advantages in area, cost, and access speed, etc. [Banakar et al. 2002] . It is thus widely adopted in embedded systems (known as scratchpad memory or SPM for short), stream architectures (known as stream register file, local memory or streaming memory), and GPUs (known as shared memory in NVIDIA's new generation GPUs under its CUDA programming model). In the case of supercomputers, software-managed on-chip memory is also frequently used, especially in their accelerators. Examples include Merrimac [Dally et al. 2003 ], Cyclops64 [Cuvillo et al. 2005 ], Grape-DR [Makino et al. 2007 ], Roadrunner [Koch 2006] , and TianHe-1A (world's fastest supercomputer in TOP500 list released in November 2010).
The (programmable) stream processors, such as Imagine [Owens et al. 2002] , Raw [Taylor et al. 2002] , Cell [Williams et al. 2006] , Merrimac [Dally et al. 2003 ] and GPUs, represent a promising alternative in achieving high performance in media applications. In addition, stream processing is also well suited for some scientific applications [Dally et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2007 ]. In Yang et al. [2007] , we introduced the design and fabrication of FT64, the first 64-bit stream processor for scientific computing. Like Imagine [Owens et al. 2002] , Cell [Williams et al. 2006] and Merrimac [Dally et al. 2003 ], FT64, as shown in Figure 1 , can be easily mapped to the stream virtual machine architecture described in Labonte et al. [2004] . Such stream processor executes applications that have been mapped to the stream programming model: a program is decomposed into a sequence of computation-intensive kernels that operate on streams of data elements. Kernels are compiled to VLIW microprograms to be executed on clusters of ALUs, one at a time. Streams are stored in a software-managed on-chip memory, called SRF (Stream Register File) .
The stream programming models, Brook , CUDA, StreamC/ KernelC [Das et al. 2006] and StreamIt [Thies et al. 2001] , which facilitate locality exploitation and bandwidth optimization, have been proven to be useful for programming stream architectures [Das et al. 2006; Kudlur and Mahlke 2008; Yang et al. 2007] . Some other research results also demonstrate their usefulness for general-purpose architectures [Gummaraju and Rosenblum 2005; Gummaraju et al. 2008; Leverich et al. 2007 ].
Graph Coloring for Optimizing Utilization of SRFs for Stream Processors
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Research into advanced compiler technology for stream languages and architectures is still at its infancy. Among several challenges posed by stream processing for compilation [Das et al. 2006 ], a careful allocation of the scarce on-chip SRF becomes imperative. SRF, the nexus of a stream processor, is introduced to capture the widespread producer-consumer locality in media applications to reduce expensive off-chip memory traffic. Unlike conventional register files, however, SRF is nonbypassing, namely, the input and output streams of a kernel must be all stored in the SRF when a kernel is being executed. If the dataset of a kernel is too large to fit into the SRF, strip mining can be applied to segment some large streams into smaller strips so that the kernel can then be called to operate on one strip at a time. Alternatively, some streams can be double-buffered [Das et al. 2006] or spilled ] until the dataset of every kernel does not exceed the SRF capacity. Therefore, optimizing utilization of SRF is crucial for good performance. Presently, SRF utilization is predominantly optimized by applying First-Fit bin-packing heuristics [Das et al. 2006] , which can be suboptimal for some large applications.
In this article, we present a new compiler algorithm for optimizing utilization of SRF for stream applications. The central machinery is the traditional interference graph (IG) representation except that an IG here is a weighted (undirected) graph formed by the streams operated on by a sequence of kernels. The key discovery is that the IGs in many media applications are comparability graphs, enabling the compiler to obtain optimal colorings in polynomial time. This has motivated us to develop a new algorithm for optimizing utilization of SRF when allocating the streams in stream IGs to the SRF by comparability graph coloring.
This article makes the following main contributions.
-We show that stream IGs tend to be comparability graphs, which can thus be optimally colored. -We propose to optimize utilization of SRF by comparability graph coloring and present a compiler algorithm for coloring arbitrary stream IGs through graph decompositions and maximal spanning forest computation, if necessary. -We show by experiments that our algorithm can find optimal and near-optimal colorings efficiently for well-structured media and scientific applications that are amenable to stream processing, by comparing with both an ILP-based approach and a First-Fit based approach, thereby outperforming First-Fit heuristics.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. For background information, Section 2 introduces the stream programming model and some graph theory results to provide a basis for understanding our approach. Section 3 describes the SRF management problem we solve. Section 4 casts it as a comparability graph coloring problem and presents our algorithm for solving this new formulation. Section 5 evaluates our approach. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 concludes the article.
BACKGROUND
Stream Programming Model
The stream programming model employed in FT64 is StreamC/KernelC, which is also used in the Imagine processor [Das et al. 2006] . The central idea behind stream processing is to divide an application into kernels and streams to expose its inherent locality and parallelism. As a result, an application is split into two programs, a stream program running on the host and a kernel program on the stream processor. The stream program specifies the flow of streams between kernels and initiates the execution of kernels. The kernel program executes these kernels, one at a time. The program exhibits explicit producer-consumer locality: the output stream from the last kernel execution is used as an input for the next kernel execution in sequence.
Consider the stream program in Figure 2 (a) first. In lines 1-3, five arrays of size M * N each are declared. In line 4, a UC variable (i.e., so-called microcontroller variable) is declared. In stream programming, UC variables are passed to a kernel loop as scalar arguments, which are often used in scientific algorithms as the coefficients of math equations or the results of vector reductions. In lines 5-7, five streams of size N each are declared. In lines 8-11, the function dataInit is called four times to initialize arrays umat, vmat, xmat and ymat residing in the off-chip memory with the four data files stored at the host. In line 13, the data from the current (loop dependent) section in umat are gathered into stream u. This will result in the loading of the data from umat in off-chip memory into the space allocated to stream u in the SRF. In line 14, stream v is initialized from array vmat similarly. In line 15, ddot is called to compute the dot product (inner product) of two double precision vectors represented by streams u and v. As shown, u and v are input streams and UC variable alpha is output. In lines 16 and 17, streams x and y are initialized from arrays xmat and ymat, respectively. In line 18, daxpy is called with alpha, x and y as input and z as output. After the kernel has run to completion, the final output stream is stored from the SRF back into array zmat in off-chip memory (line 19). In line 21, the result is saved into a data file.
Consider the kernel program given in Figure 2 (c), which is executed by FT64 in the VLIW mode. Let us examine ddot first. In line 7, a loop goes over each input stream. In line 8, four elements from stream u are read simultaneously at a time with each being assigned to a private temporary variable u tmp on one of the four clusters in FT64 [Yang et al. 2007] . In line 9, the elements of stream v are read off similarly. In line 10, the computations on these elements are performed simultaneously on each cluster with the results being summed into a private temporary variable alpha tmp. In line 12, the partial sums on four clusters are added up, with results being assigned to the UC variable alpha. For daxpy, the process is similar except that the results are appended to output stream z, four at a time.
A stream program consists of a sequence of loops where each loop includes a sequence of kernels operating on streams. In a stream compiler, all loops are considered separately in SRF allocation. For FT64 [Yang et al. 2007 ], the DRAM controller supports two stream-level instructions, Load and Store, that transfer an entire stream between off-chip memory and the SRF. In stream programs as demonstrated in Figure 2 (a), loads and stores are used to initialize some streams from the global input data residing in off-chip memory and write certain streams to off-chip memory, respectively.
The central machinery in our approach to allocating the streams in a loop to the SRF is the traditional interference graph (IG) except that it is a weighted (undirected) graph formed by the streams operated on by the kernels in the loop. All streams accessed in the loop are identified as live ranges to be placed in the SRF. If two live ranges interfere (i.e., overlap), they must be placed in non-overlapping SRF spaces. The live ranges of streams are computed by extending the def/use definitions for scalars to streams: Load defines a stream, Store uses a stream, and a kernel call (re)defines its output streams and uses its input streams. The live range of a stream starts from its definition and ends at its last use. To achieve better allocation results, streams are renamed using the SSA (static single assignment) form.
After the live ranges have been computed for a loop, its IG, denoted G, is built in the normal manner, where a weighted node denotes a stream live range whose weight is the size of the stream and an edge connects two nodes if their live ranges interfere with each other.
Consider the stream program in Figure 2 (a), its IG is depicted in Figure 3 (a), and a valid allocation is given in Figure 3 (b).
Interval Coloring and Comparability Graph
Section 2.2 recalls the basic results about interval coloring and comparability graph from Golumbic [2004] , which provide a basis for understanding our approach and proving its optimality and near-optimality. x, y ∈ A}. A subset A ⊆ V of r nodes is a clique or r-clique if it induces a complete subgraph. A clique is a maximal clique if it is not contained in any other clique.
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with positively integral node weights w : V → IN, an interval coloring α of G maps each node x onto an interval I x of a real line of width w(x) so that adjacent nodes are mapped to disjoint intervals, that is, (x, y) ∈ E implies I x ∩ I y = ∅. It is well-known that interval coloring is NP-complete [Garey and Johnson 1979] . The total width of an interval coloring α, χ α (G; w), is | x∈V I x |. The chromatic number χ(G; w) is the smallest width used to color the nodes in G. The clique number is:
which is the weight of a heaviest clique. As a result, the following relation always holds:
2.2.2 Interval Coloring vs. Acyclic Orientation. Let G= (V, E) be an undirected graph. An orientation of G is a function α that assigns every edge a direction such that α(x, y) ∈ {(x, y), (y, x)} for all (x, y) ∈ E. Let G α be the digraph obtained by replacing each edge (x, y) ∈ E with the arc α(x, y). An orientation α is said to be acyclic if G α contains no directed cycles.
Every interval coloring α of G induces an acyclic orientation α such that (x, y) ∈ α if and only if I x is to the right of I y for all (x, y) ∈ E. Conversely, an acyclic orientation α of G induces an interval coloring α . For a sink node x (without successors), let I x = [0, w(x)). Proceeding inductively, for a node y with all its successors already colored, let I y = [t, t + w(y)), where t is the largest endpoint of their intervals.
In an optimal coloring, the chromatic number χ(G; w) is related to the notion of heaviest path in an acyclic orientation of G as follows:
where A(G) is the set of all acyclic orientations of G, P(α) the set of directed paths in an orientation α ∈ A(G) and w(μ) the total weight of the nodes of a directed path μ ∈ P(α). In other words, the orientation whose heaviest path is the smallest induces an optimal coloring. The heaviest-path-based formulation stated in (3) is exploited in the development of our coloring algorithm for stream IGs.
Comparability Graph.
For the purposes of optimizing utilization of SRF, we examine below a class of graphs for which interval coloring can be found optimally in polynomial time.
Definition 2.2. An undirected graph G is a comparability graph if there exists a transitive orientation of G.
A transitive orientation is acyclic but not conversely, and there does not always exist a transitive orientation for an arbitrary graph. For example, a chordless cycle with an odd number of edges, as shown in Figure 4 , is not a comparability graph.
Let α be a transitive orientation of a comparability graph G. Due to transitivity, every path in G α is contained in a clique of G. In particular, the heaviest path in G α equals to the heaviest clique in G, that is, χ(G; w) χ α (G; w) = ω(G; w). By further applying (2), we conclude that χ α (G; w) = χ(G; w) = ω(G; w) holds, as summarized below. Definition 2.4. Let G 0 be a graph with n nodes v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n and G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n be n disjoint graphs. These graphs may be directed or undirected. The composition graph
, which is illustrated pictorially in Figure 5 , is formed formally as follows:
we define G= (V, E) as follows: Furthermore, the problems of recognizing a comparability graph G = (V, E) and finding a transitive orientation of G can both be done in
space, where δ is the maximum degree of a node in G. Based on α, an optimal coloring of G can be obtained in linear time [Golumbic 2004 ].
PROBLEM STATEMENT
This work focuses on optimizing utilization of the SRF. So only stream programs are relevant. Given a stream program, this article presents an algorithm that assigns the streams in the program to the SRF so as to minimize the total amount of space taken by the streams. Such an algorithm can then be used by a stream compiler to produce a final SRF allocation by combining with live range splitting, if necessary.
The SRF allocation problem can be naturally solved as an interval-coloring problem as presented in Section 2.2, allocating SRF spaces to stream live ranges in an IG is represented by an assignment of intervals to the nodes in the IG, and minimizing the span of intervals amounts to minimizing the required SRF size.
Let us see why our comparability graph coloring based algorithm could achieve better SRF allocation than First-Fit, which is the approach adopted in the state-of-the-art Let us consider the first example first. Figure 6 (c) shows the SRF allocation for the program in Figure 6 (a) under First-Fit-1. The streams S 2 , S 1 and S 4 are allocated first because they are the heaviest, followed by S 6 , S 5 and S 3 , resulting in poor SRF utilization. In contrast, based on the IG and the assigned transitive orientation in Figure 6 (f ), the optimal SRF allocation found by our algorithm is shown in Figure 6 (e). The gap between the two is 32 (15.4%) but can be larger in general. Let us consider the second example. Figure 7 (c) shows the SRF allocation for the program given in Figure 7 (a) under First-Fit-2. The streams S 1 and S 2 live at kernel 1 are allocated before S 3 and S 4 . S 1 , which is heavier than S 2 , is allocated first followed by S 2 . However, since S 2 is also live in kernel 2, S 3 , which is heavier than S 1 , can only be placed after S 2 . Similarly, S 4 , which is heavier than S 1 + S 2 , can only be placed after S 3 , resulting in SRF fragments. In contrast, the assigned transitive orientation of the IG and the allocation found by our algorithm are shown in Figures 7(f ) and 7(e). The gap between the two allocations is 24 (30%). So there is a need to look for an optimal solution efficiently in practice.
As described in Section 2.2, there exists one-to-one correspondence between finding an interval coloring and finding an acyclic orientation for a weighted graph. For example, the acyclic orientation α corresponding to the allocation found by First-Fit-1 in Figure 6 (c) is shown in Figure 6 
However, the acyclic orientations β in Figure 6 (f) and Figure 7 (f) corresponding to the optimal allocations achieved by our algorithm are transitive. Therefore, the IGs of the programs shown in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 7 (a) are both comparability graph. Figure 6 and Figure 7 also illustrate the relationship between the chromatic number and the heaviest path with respect to an acyclic orientation. In Figure 6 (d), the heaviest path is S 3 → S 5 → S 6 → S 2 with a total weight of χ α (G; w) = 208. In Figure 6 (f), the heaviest path is S 6 → S 2 → S 3 with a total weight of χ β (G; w) = 176. In Figure 7 (d), the heaviest path is S 3 → S 4 with a total weight of 56. In Figure 7 (f), the heaviest path is S 4 → S 3 → S 2 → S 1 with a total weight of 80. Our IG-based approach assumes that streams are live throughout the entire execution of any kernel that operates on them, and it is flexible enough to accommodate pre-pass optimizations applied earlier to a program by the compiler such as live range coalescing [Murthy and Bhattacharyya 2004] and live range splitting [Das et al. 2006 ].
COMPARABILITY GRAPH COLORING SRF ALLOCATION
Section 4.1 describes our key insight drawn from a careful analysis of the structure of stream IGs: a large number of stream IGs are comparability graphs, enabling their optimal colorings to be found in polynomial time. In Section 4.2, we turn this insight into a procedure that can find optimal or near-optimal colorings for a well-structured media and scientific application when its stream IG is decomposable into a set of comparability graphs plus a special subgraph. There are two cases, depending on the structure of this subgraph. In Section 4.2.1, we consider the case when the subgraph is a forest, which is trivially a comparability graph. In Section 4.2.2, we consider the general case when the subgraph is an arbitrary graph, which will be completed into a comparability gragh.
Optimal Colorings of Comparability Stream IGs
In stream programs with producer-consumer locality but little global data reuse, the live ranges of streams are also local. A typical loop in such a program consists of a series of kernels, each producing intermediate streams to be consumed by the next kernel in sequence. We show below that if a stream program can be characterized as a pipeline in which each stream produced is consumed by the next actor in the pipeline. Formally, all stream live ranges in a stream IG do not span across more than two kernel calls, then the IG is a comparability graph and its optimal coloring can thus be found in polynomial time. This result is proved easily by a straightforward application of Theorem 2.5. Figure 8 shows the IG for a series of three kernels, where no live range is longer than two kernel calls. In particular, q is live from kernel 1 to kernel 2, u, v and w are live in kernels 2 and 3, and the remaining streams are only live at the kernels where they are operated on. In this example and the proofs of our results, whether a stream is an input or output is irrelevant.
Let G cg be the IG built from a loop containing N cg kernels (numbered from 1) such that each live range in G cg is not longer than two kernels. We partition all live ranges in G cg into the following 2N cg sets:
where K i consists of all streams accessed, that is, live only in kernel i, and K i(i⊕1) all streams live only in kernels i and i ⊕ 1; Here we define i ⊕ c to be (i + c − 1)%N cg + 1 and i c to be (i − c − 1)%N cg + 1. As shown in Figure 9 , all streams accessed in a kernel invoked in a loop form a maximal clique in the stream IG of the loop. Furthermore, the following result is obvious.
Our main results are stated in two theorems, Theorem 4.2 applies when N cg is even and Theorem 4.3 applies when K N cg 1 = ∅, that is, when cross-iteration reuse is absent. If neither condition holds, we can apply loop unrolling once to produce a loop with an even number of kernels so that Theorem 4.2 can be used. For stream processors, unrolling a loop that is executed on the host does not affect negatively program performance (since code size expansion for the host is not a concern). THEOREM 4.2. If N cg is even, G cg is a comparability graph.
PROOF. Let us assume first that all sets listed in (4) are not empty. By construction, the live ranges in every such a set are equal. Thus, the induced subgraph of G cg by K i (K i(i⊕1) ) is a clique, denoted G i (G i(i⊕1) ). So we have the following 2N cg induced cliques:
In addition, for any two sets K and K listed in (4), either every live range x ∈ K interferes with every live range x ∈ K or there is no interference between the live ranges in K and those in K . By Theorem 2.5, in G cg , if we let G i (G i(i⊕1) ) "collapse" into one node, identified by K i (K i(i⊕1) ), and denote the resulting "decomposed graph" by G 0 , we have:
A clique is a comparability graph. Thus, all G i 's given in (5) are comparability graphs. Then, by Theorem 2.5, G cg is a comparability graph if we show that G 0 is. To achieve this, by Definition 2.2, it suffices if we can find a transitive orientation of G 0 . As shown in Figure 10 , there are exactly two different transitive orientations since K 12 , K 23 , . . . , K N cg 1 must alternate to be a source or a sink. To see this, consider K i(i⊕1) , which is adjacent to
is not adjacent to K i⊕1 . Therefore, once the orientation of (K i , K i(i⊕1) ) is assigned, the orientations for all the other incident edges of K i(i⊕1) are identically assigned, making K i(i⊕1) either a source or a sink. Inductively, Figure 8 (with the weights of p, q and r being 1, the weights of s, t, u and v being 2 and the weights of w, x and y being 3). To avoid cluttering, in the graph labelled by G 0 [G 1 , G 12 , G 2 , G 23 , G 3 ] , a thicker arrow directing from a clique K to a clique K symbolizes all directed edges (x, y), for all x ∈ K and all y ∈ K . K 12 , K 23 , . . . , K N cg 1 must alternate to be a source or a sink. This is possible since N cg is even.
Finally, if any set listed in (4) is empty, G 0 is still a comparability graph since every induced subgraph of a comparability graph is a comparability graph. In fact, Theorem 4.3 holds whenever K i(i⊕1) = ∅ for some i. Let us illustrate Theorem 4.3 in Figure 11 for the IG shown in Figure 8 . Being a comparability graph, its optimal coloring is guaranteed. The optimality is independent of the node weights in the graph.
The facts stated in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 given below are exploited in the development of our algorithm for coloring stream IGs in Section 4.2.1. 
and that these are the only sets containing two-kernel long live ranges listed in (4) in G cg . Due to space limitation, we do not enumerate all the cases. Instead, we discuss only the case with the largest number of transitive orientations. In this case,
In a transitive orientation of G cg , the middle j − i − 2 sets in the preceding list must alternate to serve as a source or a sink. So there are only two possibilities. In either case, edge (K i(i⊕1) , K i⊕1 ) may have at most two orientations, and similarly, edge (K j 1 , K ( j 1) j ) may have at most two orientations. So there are at most 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 different transitive orientations. PROOF. G cg is connected and then apply Lemma 4.4.
A General Algorithm for Coloring Stream IGs
In some scientific applications (amenable to stream processing), the presence of temporal reuse in a few streams could make their live ranges longer than two kernels. In some media applications, there are also occasionally a few long producer-consumer live ranges. Furthermore, some live ranges may be extended by the programmer or a pre-pass compiler optimization in order to overlap memory transfers and kernel execution. Such stream IGs may or may not be comparability graphs. In this section, we generalize our work described in the preceding section to deal with these stream IGs, resulting in an SRF allocation algorithm, CGC, given in Algorithm 1.
The basic idea is to partition the node set V in G = (V, E) into the following two subsets:
Thus, E is partitioned into the following three subsets: By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, the subgraph G(V s ) induced by V s is a comparability graph. Our key observation, from both the characteristics of stream applications and the codes of the benchmarks (Section 5), is that the long live ranges in stream IGs are sparse and tend not to be live simultaneously. As a result, in most cases, the subgraph G(V l ) is a forest of disjoint trees.
As shown in Algorithm 1, if G is a comparability graph (Definition 2.2), then by Theorem 2.3, an optimal coloring, represented by a transitive orientation, is returned immediately (lines 4-6). Otherwise, CGC works by distinguishing the two cases depending on if G(V l ) is a forest or not, which are discussed separately in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
G(V l )
Is a Forest. As discussed earlier, the long live ranges in stream applications, that is, in G(V l ) tend to form a forest of disjoint trees. We discuss below how FOREST CGC given in Algorithm 2 handles such commonly occurring cases in practice.
As illustrated in Figure 12 , V l consists of two long live ranges m and p: m is live from kernel 2 to kernel 5 and p is live from kernel 3 to kernel 6. Since both streams interfere with each other, the forest G(V l ) has only one tree, which is a line connecting m and p.
THEOREM 4.6. A forest is a comparability graph. Let the number of trees in the forest
PROOF. A forest consists of disjoint trees. Thus, a forest is a comparability graph if and only if a tree is. A tree G = (V, E) is bipartite [West 1996 ]. So V can be partitioned into two disjoint sets V = S 1 + S 2 such that every edge has one endpoint in S 1 and the other in S 2 . It is easy to obtain two transitive orientations of G by orienting all the edges from S 1 to S 2 , and vice versa, as shown in Figure 13 . Thus, a tree is a comparability graph. So does a forest.
A tree with more than one node has exactly two transitive orientations [West 1996 ], as shown in Figure 13 . Thus, G(V l ) has a total of 2 trees(G(V l )) transitive orientations.
In Section 4.2.1.1, we describe the algorithm behind FOREST CGC for coloring commonly occurring stream IGs. In Section 4.2.1.2, we argue that why it tends to give optimal and near-optimal colorings in practice. for (x, y) ∈ E sl , where x ∈ V s and y ∈ V l do 9:
Algorithm 2 Coloring when G(V
Direct an arc from y to x (x to y) if y is a source (sink) 10:
end for
11:
Let α be the acyclic orientation of G thus found 12:
Record the α as the current best 15: end if 16: end for 17: return α 18: end procedure 4.2.1.1 Algorithm. As shown in Algorithm 2, if G is not a comparability graph and G(V l ) is a forest, in which case, an optimal or near-optimal coloring, represented by an acyclic orientation, is found in three steps, motivated by (3). Recall that trees(G(V l )) be the number of trees in G(V l ). The basic idea is to enumerate the set O s of all transitive orientations of E s , that is, G(V s ) (in Step 1) and enumerate the set O l of all 2 trees(G(V l )) transitive orientations for the forest E l , that is, G(V l ) (in Step 2). As a result, for every possible combination o s × o l in O s × O l , a unique orientation to E sl is determined (in Step 3). Among |O s | × |O l | acyclic orientations of G found, the one whose heaviest (directed) path is the smallest is returned (lines 12-14) .
We consider only the transitive orientations in G(V s ) and G(V l ) in order to reduce the underlying solution space and the width of the final interval coloring found.
In
Step 1 (line 5), the set O s of all transitive orientations of E s , that is, G(V s ) is found. In real code (the benchmarks described in Section 5), G(V s ) is generally connected, resulting in exactly two transitive orientations by Lemma 4.5 as illustrated in Figure 10 . There can be only a limited number of transitive orientations when G(V s ) is disconnected since the number of transitive orientations of each connected subgraph is bounded by Lemma 4.4.
Step 2 (line 6), we find all 2 trees(G(V l )) transitive orientations of the trees in G(V l ), that is, E l .
Step 3 (lines 7-10), for each orientation o s × o l ∈ O s × O l (line 7), a unique orientation of E sl is fixed (lines 8-10). For each edge (x, y) ∈ E sl , where x ∈ V s and y ∈ V l , its orientation is assigned based on the property of y. From Figure 13 , it can be easily observed that y is either a source or a sink under o l . If y is a source, direct the edge from y to x, namely, maintain y's property; otherwise, direct the edge from x to y.
Every orientation α of G found in line 11 is acyclic. This can be reasoned about as follows. No directed path confined to G(V s ) can be a cycle since G(V s ) is a comparability graph. In addition, no directed path that contains a node in G(V l ) can be a cycle since the node must be either a source or a sink ( Figure 13 ).
FOREST CGC is polynomial in practice. For comparability graphs, their recognition and optimal colorings are polynomial. In addition, G(V s ) is mostly connected, resulting in a few orientations (Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5). Finally, 2 trees(G(V l )) is small since G(V l ) has a few trees.
Let us apply FOREST CGC to the program given in Figure 12 . In lines 4-6 in Algorithm 1, G is detected to be a comparability graph. Its optimal coloring is found and returned immediately. Nevertheless, let us use this example to explain how FOREST CGC works. G(V s ) is connected and happens to have only two transitive orientations. As G(V l ) has only one tree, there are two orientations. So there are a total of four orientations, two of which are shown in Figure 14 . The one in Figure 14 (a) will be the solution found since it is transitive.
Analysis.
We now argue that FOREST CGC finds optimal colorings for most stream programs. We show further that nonoptimal colorings occur only infrequently and are near-optimal in the sense that they are only larger by the sum of one or two stream sizes in the worst case. Our claim is validated in our experiments in Section 5.
Recall that χ(G; w) denotes the chromatic number of G. In FOREST CGC, α is the best acyclic orientation found and χ α (G; w) is its width. Let P α be the heaviest directed path in G α of the following form:
According to (3), we have χ α (G; w) = w(P α ). In addition, w(P α ) is the smallest among the heaviest directed paths in all 2 trees(G(V l )) orientations of G found in line 14 of FOREST CGC given in Algorithm 2.
All results presented below in this section are formulated and proved based on reasoning about the structure of P α , which is uncovered in Lemma 4.8, resulting in four cases to be distinguished, and Lemma 4.9. In two cases, FOREST CGC is optimal (Theorem 4.10). In the remaining two cases, FOREST CGC is also optimal for many stream IGs. Nonoptimal solutions α are returned only infrequently when some strict conditions are met, and moreover, these solutions are near-optimal since χ α (G; w) − χ(G; w) is small for reasonably large stream IGs (Theorems 4.11 and 4.12). This lemma implies that all nodes in P α are contained in G(V s ) except its start and end nodes.
Let
. By Lemma 4.1, K i is a maximal clique in G(V s ) (as illustrated in Figure 9 ). LEMMA 4.9. The nodes of P α contained in G(V s ) form a clique K i for some i, where There are four cases depending on the structure of P α . PROOF. In Case P1, G(V s ) is a comparability graph. Thus, P α must be contained in a clique K in G(V s ) (and also in G). This means that χ α (G; w) = w(P α ) = w(K). Since w (K) χ(G; w), we must have χ α (G; w) χ(G; w). So α is optimal. The proof for Case P2 is similar since the forest G(V l ) is also a comparability graph. An analogue of Theorem 4.11 for Case P4 is given below. Record the α as the current best 
PROOF. α found by FOREST CGC is a transitive orientation of G(V s
)v i , v j ) ∈ G(V s ). However, (v i , v j ) / ∈ G(V s )i < j < k, such that v i ∈ K i(i⊕1) , v j ∈ K j( j⊕1) and v k ∈ K k(k⊕1) . Otherwise, since {v i , . . . , v j , . . . , v k } ⊆ P α is a directed path in G α and α is transitive, then (v i , v k ) ∈ G(V s ). However, (v i , v k ) / ∈ G(V s ) due-Case P1. P α is contained in G(V s ) -Case P2. P α is contained in G(V l ) -Case P3. v 1 , v m are both contained in G(V l ) -Case P4. Either v 1 or v m is in G(V l ) (butInput: G = (V, E) with V = {V s , V l } and E = {E s , E l , E sl } 22: Output:a subgraph G of G, such that G (V l ) is a forest 23: Let G lf = (V l , E l ) be a maximum spanning forest of G(V l ) 24: Let E = E s + E sl + E l 25: Let G be
G(V l )
Is Not a Forest. In the rare cases when G(V l ) is not a forest, GEN CGC given in Algorithm 3 first finds a subgraph G of G, such that G (V l ) is a maximum spanning forest of G(V l ), and then invokes FOREST CGC to obtain the optimal orientation α of G (lines 4-5 in Step 1). Then GEN CGC enumerates the set O m of all 2 |E m | orientations for the edge set E m ⊂ E l (lines 6-8 in Step 2). As a result, for every o m ∈ O m , combined with α , an orientation of G is determined. Among 2 |E m | orientations of G found, the acyclic one whose heaviest (directed) path is the smallest is returned (lines 9-18 in Step 3).
GEN CGC is polynomial in practice.
time. An orientation can be determined to see if it is acyclic or not in O(| V | + | E |) time by the algorithm for topological sorting [Kahn 1962 ]. Finally, 2 |E m | is small since | E l | is small because | V l | is very small, and E m ⊂ E l . According to our experiments described in Section 5, | E m | is mostly smaller than 10, with a maximum value of 13. Figure 15 (a) shows a stream program with a series of six kernels. Its IG is depicted in Figure 15(b) . V l consists of three long live ranges c, e and f : c is live from kernel 1 to kernel 5, e is live from kernel 2 to kernel 6, and f is live from kernel 2 to kernel 5. Since all streams interfere with each other, the subgraph G(V l ) induced by V l is a Table I . Media and Scientific Programs C (F) marks a stream IG G (G(V l )) to be a comparability graph (forest).
Benchmark
Source IG
clique as shown in Figure 15 (d) but not a forest. Let us apply GEN CGC to the IG given in Figure 15 (b). In line 4, the subgraph G of G computed is depicted in Figure 15 (e). There is only one edge (c, f ) absent: G (V l ) is shown in Figure 15 (f ) and E m is shown in Figure 15 (g). In line 5, the optimal orientation α of G is computed by FOREST CGC. Next, in lines 8-18, the set O m of all 2 |E m | = 2 orientations for E m is enumerated. Combined with α , the 2 |E m | = 2 orientations of G are induced, and from which the optimal one is returned.
EXPERIMENTS
Research into advanced compiler technology for stream processing is still at its infancy. There are presently no standard benchmarks available. Table I gives a list of 13 media and scientific applications available to us for the FT64 stream processor. NLAG-5 is a nonlinear algebra solver for two-dimensional nonlinear diffusion of hydrodynamic. QMR is the core iteration in the QMRCGSTAB algorithm for solving nonsymmetric linear systems. LUD is a dense LU Decomposition solver. Viterbi implements the Viterbi decoding algorithm [Viterbi 1967 ]. Triangle Rendering is referred to Rixner et al. [1998] . As shown, the stream IGs in 12 benchmarks are comparability graphs. Their optimal colorings are guaranteed. The G(V l ) for QMR is a forest as depicted in Figure 16 , it is a comparability graph. A transitive orientation of this comparability graph is shown in Figure 17 . For small applications (the real benchmarks shown above we currently have), either First-Fit or our algorithm suffices. For large applications, First-Fit can be suboptimal, as validated below.
In Section 5.1, we demonstrate that CGC can find optimal and nearly optimal colorings efficiently for a large number of randomly generated stream IGs when G(V l ) is a forest. In Section 5.2, we demonstrate further the effectiveness of CGC in coloring stream IGs in the rare cases when G(V l ) is not a forest.
G(V l ) Is a Forest
In this case, FOREST CGC is invoked. We have implemented an algorithm that randomly generates the stream IGs that satisfy the stream application characteristics exploited in the development of FOREST CGC as discussed in Section 4.2.1. All random numbers are in discrete uniform distribution generated by unidrnd in Matlab unless specified otherwise.
There are five steps in building a stream IG G.
Step 1 generates the number of kernels, denoted num kernel. In Step 2, we obtain the set of short live ranges, namely G(V s ). For each kernel i, we generate two sets K i and K i(i⊕1) . We generate one random number in the range [1, 3] to represent the number of live ranges in K i and another random number in [1, 3] to represent the number of live ranges in K i(i⊕1) . Thus, each kernel has at most nine short live range streams live at the kernel: three from K (i 1)i , three from K i and three from K i(i⊕1) .
Step 3, we generate the set of long live ranges, namely G(V l ). We generate a random number p ranging from 1% to 20% to represent the percentage of long live ranges in G(V l ) over num kernel. Thus, |G(V l )| = p × num kernel. For each long live range i, we generate a random number, length i, over [3, 6] to represent the number of kernels spanned by i (longer live ranges should be split) and another random number over [1, num kernel -length i+1] to represent the kernel from which i starts to be live.
Step 4, we keep G if G(V l ) is a forest and go back to Step 1 otherwise. In
Step 5, we generate the stream sizes for all live ranges according to their characteristics in stream applications. In our experiments, node weights are chosen to have two different distributions, Distribution U and Distribution L. Distribution U, a discrete uniform distribution, in this case, node weights are randomly taken from the range [1, 6] . For each program, we modify Distribution U to obtain Distribution L by simply replacing each stream size w by 2 w . In this second case, the fact that some streams may be geometrically larger than others in a program is explicitly taken into account. Distribution L is actually a uniform distribution in the logarithmic scale.
To test the scalability of FOREST CGC, we have generated four groups of stream IGs. G Table II . The node counts of the graphs in these two groups are shown in Column 2 and Column 5, respectively, and their edge counts in Column 3 and Column 6, respectively. The tree counts in the forests G(V l ) in these graphs are shown in Column 4 and Column 7, respectively.
To check the optimality of FOREST CGC, we have developed a formulation of the SRF allocation problem by integer linear programming (ILP). We ran the commercial ILP solver, CPLEX 10.1, to find an optimal coloring for each IG. If CPLEX does not terminate in five hours for an IG G, its optimal coloring is estimated by (2). So all optimality results about FOREST CGC reported here are conservative. Figure 18 shows that FOREST CGC obtains optimal solutions in 99% of the 1200 IGs in all four groups. In contrast, the solutions from First-Fit are mostly sub-optimal, with only 76.9% (First-Fit-1) and 26% (First-Fit-2) of the 1200 IGs being optimal. These results for Groups G Table II and the y axis depicts the number of optimal solutions found by FOREST CGC and First-Fit among the ten different IGs associated with each IG.
The near-optimality of FOREST CGC is achieved efficiently as validated in our experiments on a 3.2GHz Pentium 4 with 1GB memory. The longest time taken is 0.2 seconds for an IG with 409 nodes and 1836 edges, in which case G(V l ) has 8 trees. For most of the other IGs, the times elapsed are less than 0.05 seconds each.
Let us look at the differences between FOREST CGC and First-Fit in terms of their allocation results. For a given weighted IG G, the quality of our solution α found by FOREST CGC is measured as a gap with respect to that found by First-Fit defined as follows:
where χ First−Fit (G; w) is the optimal solution (i.e., the smallest width required for coloring G) found by First-Fit and χ α (G; w) is the optimal solution from FOREST CGC. Tables III and IV Table II .
Results for four groups of weighted IG graphs, where N stands for the number of nodes, E the number of edges, T the number of trees in G(V l ), and E m the number of edges which are not in the spanning forest of G(V l ).
No.
G 54 238  2  265 1070  5  171  714  1 172  930  10  22  110 434  2  392 1577  5  73  348  1 170  828  5  23  137 498  1  301 1170  5  123  549  13 116  559  1  24  51 214  2  313 1167  4  34  145  1 214  1084  6  25  216 953  5  399 1649  9  66  311  2 105  493  1  26  166 711  5  306 1230  3  150  681  3 170  845  5  27  75 319  2  255  898  2  83  408  8 109  485  5  28  166 664  5  297 1150  3  136  633  2 159  648  1  29  132 508  2  326 1203  1  172  930  10 118  557  2  30  167 653  3  292 1111  2  170  828  5 127  589  1 10%. The largest for this set of 300 graphs is 29% for a graph consisting of 114 nodes and 455 edges. Finally, we observe that FOREST CGC may perform slightly worse than First-Fit in six different weighted graphs. The gaps for five of these graphs are between −5.69% -−2.86% and the gap for the remaining one is −13.89%. Tables V and VI demonstrate the mean gaps between FOREST CGC and First-Fit for the 1200 weighted IGs from four groups. In general, the gaps depend on the distribution of the node weights, that is, the sizes of streams in a program. The major advantage of FOREST CGC is that if an IG is a comparability graph, then the optimal allocation is guaranteed regardless of what its node weights are, and in addition, even when an IG is not a comparability graph, FOREST CGC can still achieve near-optimal colorings as proved in Theorems 4.11 and 4.12 and confirmed by the experimental data in Figure 18 . However, the performance of First-Fit is sensitive to the structure of an IG and the values of its node weights. For example, the gap as shown in Figure 7 is 30%. Let us also examine a counter example for which First-Fit-2 outperforms FOR-EST CGC. This IG consists of 63 nodes. In addition, G(V l ) has one tree formed by nodes numbered 62 and 63. All the other nodes represent short live ranges. This IG is not a comparability graph. FOREST CGC generates four acyclic orientations to the IG, as shown in Figures 21(a) -(d) (with some irrelevant nodes and edges omitted) -(a) and (d) are equivalent and (b) and (c) are equivalent. The heaviest directed path in each acyclic orientation is highlighted by bold arrows. The heaviest directed path in Figure 21 (a) or (d) is 62, 51, 15, 16, 48, 49, 50, 63 , forming a clique (without node 62) with a total weight of 328. The heaviest directed path in Figures 21(b) or (c) is 39, 40, 41, 7, 8, 9, 42, 43, 44, 63 , forming a clique (without node 63) with a total weight of 336. So the optimal result achieved by FOREST CGC is 328. In fact, the optimal orientation is shown in Figure 21 (e). The heaviest directed path is 42, 43, 44, 7, 8, 9, 41, 40 , 39 with a total weight of 288. This is the heaviest directed path in Figures 21(b) or (c) with node 63 removed, corresponding to the situation identified in Theorem 4.12. For this IG, First-Fit accidently achieves the best coloring. 
G(V l ) Is Not a Forest
In this case, GEN CGC is invoked. In order to generate the IGs such that G(V l ) is not a forest, some minor changes are made to the algorithm used in Section 5.1 for generating random IGs. In step 4, when G(V l ) is not a forest, we keep rather than discard the generated IG. In addition, we extend the range of the random variable p from 1% to 30% to admit more long live ranges. We generate two groups of IGs in total. G 3 U and G
3
L consist of IGs with between 3 to 50 kernels. Their node weights are generated using Distributions U and L, respectively. Each group consists of exactly 30 different IGs (with their node weights being ignored). For each IG in each group, there are 10 instances of that IG instantiated with different node weights. So each group consists of 300 different weighted IGs, giving rise to a total of 600 IGs. Our experimental reports for these two groups are reported in Table II . The node counts of the graphs in these two groups are shown in Column 8 and Column 11 and the edge counts are shown in Column 9 and Column 12. The number of edges which are not in the spanning forest of G(V l ) are shown in Column 10 and Column 13. Figure 22 shows that GEN CGC obtains optimal solutions in 86.5% of the 600 IGs in two groups. In contrast, the solutions from First-Fit are mostly suboptimal, with 69% (First-Fit-1) and 25.2% (First-Fit-2) of the 600 IGs being optimal. The detailed results are shown in Figures 23 and 24 
Mean gap 5.833% 3.079% 5.044% 3.533% The key idea is trying to position each buffer at the smallest possible SRF address, always complete the current buffer before starting another, and finally, position the largest buffers first so that smaller buffers can fill in the cracks. In Yang et al. [2008] , we focus on identifying and representing loop-dependent reuse between streams. This article extends our previous work [Yang et al. 2009 ] in four ways. First, a general algorithm that works for any arbitrary stream IG is presented, while our earlier algorithm is limited to stream IGs decomposable into comparability graphs and a forest. Second, more benchmarks and more experimental evaluation are included. Third, a counter example is presented showing First-Fit may occasionally achieve better colorings than our algorithm. Finally, all results are now rigorously proved.
Graph coloring is a popular technique used in register allocation. Based on Chaitin's original formulation [Chaitin 1982 ], a variety of graph coloring based register allocators have been developed [Briggs et al. 1994; George and Appel 1996] . Smith et al. [2004] present a generalized algorithm for irregular architectures with register aliases and nondisjoint register classes. Li et al. [2005 Li et al. [ , 2009 apply it to assign arrays in embedded programs to scratchpad memory (SPM). Wang et al. [2008] apply it further in SRF allocation as discussed above. Fabri [1979] recognized the connection between interval coloring and compile-time memory allocation. However, interval coloring is NP-complete even when restricted to interval graphs (a class of so-called perfect graphs) with vertex weights in {1, 2} [Garey and Johnson 1979] . Since then, the research of applying interval coloring to compile-time memory allocation focuses on straight-line programs, i.e, programs without loops or conditional statements, in which case, their IGs are interval graphs. A number of approximation algorithms have been proposed [Buchsbaum et al. 2003; Gergov 1996 Gergov , 1999 Kierstead 1988 Kierstead , 1991 . In particular, Kierstead [1988] presented the first constant-factor approximation algorithm, where the factor is 80. Later he reduced the factor to 6 [Kierstead 1991 ]. Subsequently, the factor was further reduced to 5 [Gergov 1996 ] and then to 3 [Gergov 1999 ]. Recently, Buchsbaum et al. [2003] have made further progress in reducing the factor to be 2 + ε. However, despite these many years of continuous progress, the upper bound from mathematical analysis remains too conservative to be practically useful in computer science applications. Furthermore, straight-line programs (interval graphs) are too limited to be directly applied to real-world computer programs. In addition to compile-time memory allocation, Lefebvre and Feautrier [1998] use interval coloring to minimize the number of data structures to rename in storage management for parallel programs. Recently, Li et al. [2007] apply interval coloring to assign arrays in embedded programs to SPM. Due to the one-to-one correspondence between interval colorings and acyclic orientations [Golumbic 2004 ], enumerating acyclic orientations for a given graph is another way to solve the interval coloring problem. Squire [1998] presented the first algorithm to generate all the acyclic orientations of an arbitrary graph. Barbosa and Szwarcfiter [1999] proposed another algorithm with lower complexity. [Stanley 1973] discovered that the number of acyclic orientations in a graph can be derived from its chromatic polynomial. Unfortunately, performing the acyclic orientation enumeration for an arbitrary graph is exponential [Linial 1986 ].
In Wu et al. [2006] , some improvements of Das et al. [2006] to LRFs (Local Register Files) allocation in stream processor are presented. The LRFs are register files near the ALU clusters in a stream processor. Unlike SRF, LRFs play a similar role as the register files in general-purpose processors.
CONCLUSION
This article presents a new approach to optimizing utilization of the SRF for stream processors. The key insight is that the interference graphs (IGs) in media and scientific applications amenable to stream processing are comparability graphs or decomposable into well-structured comparability subgraphs. This has motivated the development of a new algorithm that is capable of finding optimal or near-optimal colorings efficiently, thereby outperforming frequently used First-Fit heuristics. Our IG-based algorithm allows other pre-pass optimizations such as live range splitting and stream prefetching to be well integrated into the same compiler framework. Finally, although developed for a nonbypassing SRF, our algorithm is applicable to any software-managed memory allocation for stream applications under a similar stream programming model.
